


BOOKS


Bernstein, Carl, and Bob Woodward. All the President’s Men. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1974.


E-BOOKS

When citing an e-book CMOS says to include, in order of preference: DOI, stable URL, or name of database used.


**FOOTNOTES**

The first (and only the first) line of each footnote should be indented .5” like in the following example:

Most of modernism’s utopian vision stemmed more so than an unified world.1


**Shortened Footnotes**

If citing the same source more than once, give full citation details in first footnote and shortened details for subsequent footnotes. The most common short form for citations requires author’s last name, main title of work shortened to four words or less, and page (or page range) being cited:


**BIBLIOGRAPHIES**

A bibliography, appearing at the end of your paper, lists every work you have cited in your notes; it may also include works consulted but not cited. Alphabetize and double space entries and use a hanging indent for those longer than one line:

Bibliography


**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

**With a DOI (Digital Object Identifier)**


**Without a DOI**

If no DOI give the article’s stable URL. If no stable URL list the name of database used.


**WEBSITES**

When possible give title, author, owner of site, URL, date of publication/modification. If no pub/mod date give date accessed.


**YOUTUBE VIDEO**


**PAINTINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, SCULPTURES**

Info about paintings, photographs, and other artworks can usually be presented in text rather than in a note & bibliography. If needed, list artist, title (in italics), date of creation/completion, medium used and location of work. If consulted online give URL.